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Mestas, Gabriel R., Framing the Pursuit of a Physics Degree as a Hero's Journey
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Modir, Bahar, Impact of online discussion in forming a community of practice for educators
Monsalve, Camila, STEP UP: Case study of teacher’s changing beliefs about discrimination during the implementation of a women in physics lesson
Moore, Daryl L., Growth Mindset and Agency in Learning Physics Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Moshfeghyeganeh, Saeed, Muslim Women Physicists’ Career Choice; Investigating the Effect of Culture
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Muller, Sarah, Student Performance and Stress Level in Different Testing Environments
Munsell, Jeremy, Using Machine Learning to Classify Descriptions of Problem Solving Strategies
Myers, Carissa, Quantifying the Linguistic Persistence of High and Low Performers in an Online Student Forum
Nissen, Jayson M., Educational debts incurred by racism and sexism in students' beliefs about physics
Nokes-Malach, Tim, How is perception of being recognized by others as someone good at physics related to female and male students’ physics identities?
Ochoa-Madrid, Egla, Examining Students Views on Ethics and the Atomic Bomb
Odden, Tor Ole, Computational Essays and Computational Literacy at the University of Oslo
Oleynik, Dan, Scientific Practices in Minimally Working Programs
Ortiz, Nickolaus, Physics Learning through Computing: An Analysis of Equity Patterns within Physics Teachers’ Classrooms
Owens, Lindsay, Identifying Qualities of Physics Graduate Students Valued By Faculty
Park, Soojin E., Students’ beliefs about the nature of experimental physics: Part two
Pawlak, Alanna, Developing change agency and valuing participation in Departmental Action Teams
Pearson III, Richard L, Faculty Perceptions of Teaching as a Profession development and validation interviews
Peters, Nathaniel, Assessing the longitudinal impact of IPLS on student reasoning
Pina, Anthony, Presentation of integrals in introductory physics textbooks
Poirier, Jacob, Preventive and exploratory: two workplace problem-solving cultures
Pollard, Benjamin, Methodological Development of a New Coding Scheme for an Established Assessment on Measurement Uncertainty in Laboratory Courses
Prefabriat, Brean, Supporting Multiple Identities in Informal Spaces: Examining Design Choice
Price, Edward, Interrogating a propagation model: How faculty respond to a semi-flexible curricula with sustained online community support
Price, Virginia, Determining Motivating Factors for Undergraduate Women Pursuing Physics Degrees
Profeta, Audrey, Identifying Student Conceptual and Computational Resources in Setting Up Integral Expressions for the Electric Field of Continuous Charge Distribution
Pulgar, Javier, Contextual details, cognitive demand and kinematic concepts: exploring concepts and characteristics of student-generated problems at the university
Quan, Gina, The Access Network: Cultivating Equity and Student Leadership in STEM
Quealy, Erin, Rockets, Drones, and Electronic Payloads: Research Prep Curriculum Increases Interest in STEM Careers at Minority Serving Community Colleges
Quichocho, Xandria R, Who does physics: Understanding the composition of a physicist through the lens of women of color and female LGBQ+ physicists.
Rainey, Katherine, Survey on Upper-Division Thermal Physics Content Coverage
Richardson, Connor, Were they right? Replicating IRC-based analyses using FMCE data
Rispler, Caleb, Understanding University Students' Identity through Engagement in Informal Physics Programs
Robertson, Amy D., Prevalence of Impetus-Force-Like Drawings Among Contemporary University Physics Students
Rodriguez, Miguel, Social Interdependence Theory and Transfer in a Collaborative Learning Environment
Rosenblatt, Rebecca, Investigating the Effectiveness of Two Instructional Interventions for Fluid Dynamics
Ruggieri, Charles, Students’ Perceptions and Use of Online Resources in Introductory Physics
Rutberg, Joshua, ISLE-Based Laboratory Reform at an Urban University
Ryan, Qing, Evaluating Students’ Performance on the FCI (force concept inventory) at A Minority Serving PUI (primary undergraduate institution)
Ríos, Laura, Creation of pre-test for an upper-division physics laboratory assessment using think-aloud student interview data
Sachmpazidi, Diana, Instructional change teams in undergraduate STEM: Identifying paths to success
Sachmpazidi, Diana, The effect of departmental policies on physics graduate students’ self-efficacy and persistence.
Santangelo, Brianna, Psychometric analysis of instrument measuring student reasoning skills*
Sarriugarte, Paulo, Students’ understanding on rigid body rotation
Sayer, Ryan, Advanced students’ and faculty members’ reasoning about the double-slit experiment with single particles
Scanlon, Erin, Physics Instructors’ Views about Supporting Learner Variation: Modifying the Inclusive Teaching Strategies Inventory
Schermerhorn, Benjamin, Student perceptions of math and physics throughout spins-first quantum mechanics
Scott, Keely, STEP UP: The Impact of a Women in Physics Lesson on Students’ Figured Worlds
Sedberry, Stephanie J., Three factors that complicate self-efficacy research and affect whether self-efficacy interventions succeed or fail
Seese, Sydney, Hidden Value: Investigating the Physics Demonstration as Aesthetic Experience
Semak, Matthew Richard, An Examination of the Correlation Between Cognitive Ability and Achievement on the FCI
Shafer, Devyn, Predictive Modeling of Exam Performance from Mastery-Style Homework Behavior
Singh, Chandrakehka, Investigating and improving student understanding of Dirac notation in the context of a three-dimensional vector space
Sivitilli, Alexander, Exploring Productive Modes of Engagement in the Planetarium
Smith, Emily M, Evaluating students’ sense of authority when evaluating the quality of measurements
Smith, Trevor I., Using psychometric tools as a window into students’ quantitative reasoning in introductory physics
Smith-Joyner, Annalisa, Graduate teaching assistant fidelity of implementation in introductory physics laboratories
Southey, Dr. Philip, The Ratio Table: Making Meaning with Ratios and Units Involving “Per”
Speirs, J. Caleb, Network analysis of reasoning chain tasks to test theoretical perspectives*
Staveland, Owen, Causal Statements Improve Concept Application
Stein, Martin M., No room for error: Students’ perception of measurements in quantum mechanics
Stone, Antoinette, A Team-planning and Assessment Protocol to Guide Student Group Projects
Stubbe, Linda E., An asset-based view of faculty and their ideas about teaching
Sundstrom, Meagan, Intellectual Humility: Mindsets and Behaviors of Introductory Physics Students
Thacker, Beth, A Rubric for Assessing Thinking Processes in Free-Response Exam Problems
Topdemir, Zeynep, Identity Development Comparison of Physics Majors with Different Career Goals
Tran, Khanh, The Alma Project: Cultivating Cultural Capitals in Physics through Reflective Journaling
Traxler, Adrienne, Student network positions in active learning physics classrooms
Valencia, Josilyn, Studying the factors that impact the development of community of practice for educators
Valente, Diego, Effects of group interactions on student cognitive load in vector tests
Van Dusen, Ben, Scoring rating scale assessments: A case study of the CLASS
Vieyra, Rebecca E, A Survey of Teachers’ Integration of Earth and Space Science Contexts for Teaching Physics
Villasenor, Armando, Evaluating Gender and Racial Gaps on the Force Concept Inventory at A Minority Serving PUI (primary undergraduate institution)
Wagner, DJ, Perceived Effect on Buoyancy of Weight vs. Gravitational Force
Walsh, Cole, Assessing the assessment: mutual information between response choices and factor scores
Walsh, Kenneth C., Tracking students engagement with open educational resources and online homework
Walter, Paul J., Transition Matrices Applied to the Force Concept Inventory
Wan, Tong, Characterizing graduate teaching assistants’ teaching practices in physics “mini-studios”
Waterson, Alyssa C., Highlighting Earlier Time-to-Degree from Preparation through Transfer Courses
Webster, Christopher, Tracking the referent system to understand students’ math modeling processes
Weinlader, Nolan K., A new approach for uncovering student resources with multiple-choice questions
Weller, Daniel, Investigating Teacher Learning Goals Involving Computation in High School Physics
Wells, James E, Modelling Student Collaborations Using Valued ERGMs
Whitcomb, Kyle, An examination of gender differences in self-efficacy and academic performance in different STEM domains
Wikowsky, Jacob, Differences between Adapted Modeling Instruction and lecture in Introductory Mechanics
Wilcox, Bethany, Student behavior and test security in online conceptual assessment
Williams, Stephanie, Peer Support for instructors negotiating new pedagogical approaches with students
Willison, Julia, Developing a Methodology for Determining the Landscape of Informal Physics Programs
Wilson, Michael B, Visualizations of E&M Plane Waves Designed for Better Student Understanding
Wolf, Steven, Introductory Physics I lab practical exam development: Investigation design, explanation, and argument
Wood, Laura, Developing a Coding Scheme for Self-Efficacy Opportunity Experiences
Wu, Xian, Adapting differentiated cognitive load measurement in physics classroom
Yang, Jie, Multidimensional Item Response Theory and the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation
Young, Nicholas T, Using Machine Learning to Understand Physics Graduate School Admissions
Zamarripa Roman, Brian, Attending to Emotion in a Metaphor for Success in Physics with Poetic Analysis
Zamarripa Roman, Brian, Results from the People of Color Discussion Space at the 2017/2018 PERCs
Zavala, Genaro, Students’ conversion from electric field line diagrams to other representations
Zavala, Genaro, The effect of similar surface features on students’ understanding of the interaction of charges with electric and magnetic fields
Zeng, Liang, Using Skateboarding Experiential Learning to Teach Introductory College Physics Course
Zhang, Muxin, Realistic Exam Practice Study
Zich, Raymond, A Revision of a Traditional Astronomy Course through Active Learning
Zimmerman, Charlotte, Toward Understanding and Characterizing Expert Physics Covariational Reasoning
Zisk, Robert, The quality of instructional artifacts and teachers' content knowledge for teaching energy
Zohrabi Alaee, Dina, Phenomenographic study of physics faculty's instructional change
Zwickl, Benjamin M, Agile, Scrum, Fishbones: Teaching Structured Problem-Solving in STEM Workplaces

Custom Format Abstracts

Maier, Steve, PERC 20/20: A Sneak Peek at “Insights, Reflections, & Future Directions: Emergent Themes in the Evolving PER Community
Zamarripa Roman, Brian, Discussion Space for People of Color

Juried Talk Abstracts

Braden, Sarah K., Analyzing the role of evidence in the model revision process.
Chessey, Mary, Student activist strategies for creating a welcoming physics culture
Farlow, Brian, Square Peg Thinking, Round Hole Problems
Hazari, Zahra, Breaking with Tradition: How Informal Learning Experiences in Physics Contribute to Physics Identity Development
Lau, Alexandra C, A framework for classifying learning opportunities in Faculty Online Learning Communities: A multipurpose tool with practical applications
Quan, Gina M., Longitudinal analysis of a student’s identity trajectory within the physics community
Wawro, Megan, Student Reasoning about Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues from a Resources Perspective
Zu, Tianlong, Impact of Group Work on Cognitive Load and Conceptual Test Performance

Plenary Abstracts

Bell, Jamie, Informal STEM Learning and Science Communication: An Expanding Landscape of Resources, Research and Collaborators
Bergin, Shane, A Collective Exploration of Physics Beyond the Classroom.
Hooper, Paula, Making through a lens of culture, power, & equity: Visions for Learning and Teaching in Informal Settings

Symposium Poster Abstracts

Fiedler, Brett, PISEC: A partnership of physics, research, and youth agency
Hansen, Alexandria, Fabricating fidgets with special education students. Study of middle school students with disabilities designing, fabricating, and testing fidget tool
Hyater-Adams, Simone, The Design of Performing Physics: using the CPI framework for program structure and analysis
Macias, Meghan, Magnetism, light, structures, and rotational motion: Mixed-methods study of visitors engaging with four exhibits at a science museum

Marckwordt, Jasmine, Developing interactive activities about complex topics for all ages: Quantum ideas in interactive science centers

McColgan, Michele, Siena Saturday Scholars: How understanding students creates valued outcomes

Muller, Ali, Design-based research project to develop a science and engineering education program linking field trip experiences to classroom experiences.

Prefontaine, Brean, It's not just about a physics identity: How informal programs can support multiple identities

Sanosa, David, Introducing Children to Computer Coding in Virtual Reality in an Interactive Science Center

Skinner, Ron, Educating informal educators to facilitate learning through practice-based facilitation.

Smith, Trevor I., Using IRT to rank incorrect responses FMCE questions

Spina, Alexis, Math and Making. Study of visitors exploring mathematics through knot tying, string art, tessellations, and minimal surface bubbles.

Stewart, John, The Second Dimension of the FCI is Mostly Medieval

Traxler, Adrienne, Network Analysis of Students Descriptions of Scientific Research

Van Dusen, Ben, Modernizing use of regression models in physics education research: a review of hierarchical linear modeling

Symposium Talk Abstracts

Adams, Wendy K., Development of a Practical Problem Solving Assessment Tool

Binz, Steven, Cooperative Exploration of Electric Fields and Charges using AR

Brahmia, Suzanne White, Assessing the math+physics conceptual blend: A new mathematical reasoning inventory for introductory physics

Burkholder, Eric, Assessing adaptive expertise in undergraduate engineering curricula

Canright, Jared, Teaching Gauss’s Law using Virtual Reality: Motivation and Implementation

Chini, Jacquelyn J., Exploring Assumptions of Dis/Ability in Physics Education

Heckler, Andrew, Building up to complexity: synthesizing multiple concepts to solve problems

Hyater-Adams, Simone, Performing Physics: An Analysis of Design-Based Informal STEAM Education Programs

Izadi, Dena, The Art Lab Project: The Schrodinger’s Cat is in Town!

Jones, Steven, How many calculus concepts are grounded in meanings in math classes that do not align well with how those same concepts are used in science

Porter, Chris, A controlled study of Smartphone-based Virtual Reality in Freshman Electricity and Magnetism

Prefontaine, Brean, We Are Not Only Physicists: Creating Spaces That Support Students in Many Ways

Price, Argenta, Identifying expert problem solving decisions

Rosa, Katemari, Research, practice, and activism: when Critical Race Theory meets the classroom

Salehi, Shima, Improving Problem-solving Through Reflective Training

Schermerhorn, Benjamin, Adapting the structural features framework to address computation: Exploring student preferences when calculating expectation value

Traxler, Adrienne, Asking different questions: Critical Theory lessons for physics education

Van Dusen, Ben, Equity in College Physics Student Learning: a Critical Quantitative Intersectionality Investigation

Vieyra, Chrystian, Supporting Students’ Visualization of Magnetic Fields with Smartphones and AR

Wawro, Megan, Student Meanings for Eigenequations in Mathematics and in Quantum Mechanics

Workshop Abstracts

Alvarado, Carolina, Measuring the conceptual development of teachers: A data analysis workshop
Conlin, Luke, *Video Analysis of Student Thinking in Labs*
Fairfield, Jessamyn, *Bright Approaches to Informal Physics Education for New Audiences*
Nokes-Malach, Tim, *Using Social psychological intervention to make STEM classrooms inclusive and improve learning*
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